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Three artists, one quest: the transformative nature of art.
Exploring themes of transformation, the fluidity of storytelling and the influence of historical cultures on
present-day concepts, the artworks of Letts, Marino and Muir bridge varying mediums to comprise one
mesmerizing exhibit.
Working in acrylic gesso on paper, K.A. Letts reimagines myths and legends, studying the art of storytelling
while incorporating elements of painting styles from throughout world art history, from aboriginal art and
the early 20th century European masters, to street art. Tom Marino examines themes of transformation and
enlightenment in his ceramic and metallic artworks, making connections between personal or historical
explorations in alchemy, discovery and modern science’s pursuit of knowledge. The metalworks of Tom
Muir connect man and nature, often calling upon familiar forms from history and imbuing them with
ambiguity and tension through their newly transformed, organic shapes.
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Forward
In the tradition of ancient alchemists who sought to transmute base metals into gold and—through the
magical "elixir of life"—gain immortality, Letts, Marino and Muir each utilizes elements of nature, philosophy
and technology as a catalyst for increased awareness of the world and humanity's role within it.
In such a manner, K.A. Letts’ visual translations of origin stories and exemplum from Hellenic
tradition and other sources draws the viewer’s attention to inflection points within these shared
histories, evoking both the distant past and the possible future. Her use of the Swedish Zorn color
palette (black, white, red and yellow ochre) recalls the universally chosen palette of cave painters
40,000 years ago, as well as the symbolic color-coding of the four stages of the Magnum Opus of
alchemy—in which the “purification” of metal (into noble gold) led ultimately to the perfection of the
human body and soul.
Tom Marino’s interpretations of the crucible (a vessel within which alchemists sought to refine and
distill the elixir of life) and reliquaries (in which a precious object, paradoxically subject to decay as
well as immortally divine, is enshrined) are direct references to the quest of alchemy and its
Magnum Opus (the “great work”) that could only be achieved through the creation of the
philosopher’s stone and its elixir. Marino’s evocative and skillful vessels also exemplify the
alchemists’ dedication to technical expertise, as they laid lasting foundations in the fields of
metallurgy, cosmology and medicine while pursuing that still-elusive goal of eternal life and
omniscient understanding.
Tom Muir’s metaphorical vessels also reference the Magnum Opus of alchemy, in its theory of the
interconnectedness of the macro-and-micro relationship of our environment (and the balance that
must be achieved to protect it), formed by the different “elements” of nature: earth, air, water and
fire—that energy that, according to the alchemist’s creed, could transmute one element into
another. That same energy is used by Muir as a metalsmith to fluidly transform a solid medium into
the form of his choosing; his transmutation of a hard “base” object of metal into an “ennobled”
organic structure is yet another representation of the philosophy of alchemy.
Three artists, all working separately, but each engaging in the same goal as those who went before them—
transforming the dross of their media into their own personal Magnum Opus—a work of art that may
transform the viewer, an object of beauty, an enduring fragment of immortality.
— Condessa Croninger, Art Director, 20 North Gallery
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K.A. Letts ◊
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Artist Biography
K.A. Letts (Ann Arbor, Michigan) received her B.A. from Barnard College (New York, New York) and her
M.F.A. from the David Geffen School of Drama at Yale University (formerly the Yale School of Drama) in
New Haven, Connecticut. She is an Alumna of the National Artists Program at A.I.R. Gallery in Brooklyn,
New York. Trained in set and costume design, Letts brings her unique skill set into her studio work.
Letts has exhibited in numerous venues nationwide such as at
Scarab Club (Detroit, Michigan), Playground Detroit (Michigan),
Hatch Art (Hamtramck, Michigan), 555 Arts Galleries and Studios
(Dearborn, Michigan), Higher Art Gallery (Traverse City, Michigan),
Motor Row Gallery (Chicago Illinois), Firecat Projects (Chicago,
Illinois), Hyde Park Art Center (Chicago, Illinois), University of
Michigan (Ann Arbor, Michigan), as well as at Non-Fiction Gallery
(Savannah, Georgia). Additionally, her work was included in the
2014-2015 95th Annual Area Artists Exhibition at the Toledo
Museum of Art (Ohio), where she received the Purchase Award. In
2020, she enjoyed a solo exhibition, Anthropocene, at River House
Arts (Toledo, Ohio). Letts’ work forms a part of the permanent, public
collection of the Toledo Federation of Art Societies.

Photo courtesy of the artist
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Artist Statement (September 27, 2021)
When 20 North Gallery asked me to be a part of The Alchemist’s Dream, I had only a hazy idea of what
alchemy is—or was. Back in the days when art and science and religion were less rigidly separated than
they are now, alchemy contained elements of each. Described as a proto-science, this form of speculative
thought was dedicated to the transmutation of base metals into gold, the search for the elixir of immortality
and the invention of panaceas able to cure any disease. By all accounts, the alchemists didn’t succeed in
those projects but along the way they discovered early chemistry and medicine. In a way, art follows a
similar path; in the search down one avenue of discovery, we artists often find other, un-looked for
revelations.
In this exhibit, alchemy serves as a metaphor for the artist’s life work: to speculate, to invent, to envision.
Painting—and art, generally—can be seen as a kind of conjuring. The artist begins with simple materials—
paint, paper, water—and by adding that magical element, imagination, transforms them into precious
objects and images that describe what it is to be human. In my own work I find painting, too, to be a kind
of meditative, almost ritualistic process. Through the repetition of pattern, dots and lines I can make stories,
pictures and figures that exist only in my head appear in the real world, a kind of trickery in the service of
truth.

To learn more of K.A. Letts’ artistic career, visit her website at kalettsart.com

Studio photo courtesy of the artist
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Artwork
All work available for purchase. All artwork photography by American Frame unless otherwise indicated.

Origin Story; $2,700
Tinted gesso on paper (Lennox 400)
50”H x 38”W; 2021
‘I return to the myth of The Fall quite often, but I reimagine it as a positive event: the moment when
humans first became fully aware, both of their mortality
and of the world of knowledge that could be available.
The serpent is decidedly feminine and somewhat
sympathetic and Adam is clearly not “in the picture.” The
Latin on the Tree of Knowledge’s branches is a
placeholder for knowledge still to be acquired. I see the
story to be analogous to the Greek myth of Prometheus
who gave humans fire (and was punished for it) but I
prefer this story because the protagonist is a woman.’

Io and Argus; $2,700 Sold
Tinted gesso on paper (Lennox 400);
50”H x 38”W; 2021
‘The story of Io is taken from Ovid’s “Metamorphosis”. Io is abducted and raped by Zeus, who turns her into a
white heifer in order to protect her from the revenge of his wife Hera (an early instance of victim-blaming) thus
depriving her of speech. Argus is a somewhat peripheral figure in the story. His purpose is to both protect and
imprison Io and in this he functions metaphorically as a symbol of social constraint and surveillance. By the way,
he his finally lulled to sleep and killed by Mercury, the Trickster—make of that what you will.’
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Persephone in Winter; $2,700
Tinted gesso on paper (Lennox 400)
50”H x 38”W; 2021
“This piece took me two years to complete, with many
stops and starts. I painted over the lower third of the
piece several times until I found the image of
Persephone that worked for me. Although her head
looks cadaverous, she is not dead, and will rise to life
again in the spring. The oak tree that shelters her can be
taken as a metaphor for her mother, Ceres, waiting for
her return.”

Primavera; $2,700
Tinted gesso on paper (Lennox 400)
50”H x 38”W; 2021
‘”Primavera” is probably the least narrative of my
figurative works in the show. Nature is presented here
as an orderly environment, with a young cyborg woman
enjoying the highly decorative play of pattern and color
in an entirely tame garden.’
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‘”Nameless Saint 1” and “Nameless Saint 2” were influenced by
Ethiopian magic scrolls, which attracted me because they come
from a tradition at the intersection of several belief systems:
Christianity, Judaism, mystic animism. The texts are in constant
daily use, so they often have to be carefully copied to maintain
their ritual efficacy. I was also influenced by the decorative
pattern painting that gives the scrolls their spiritual power.
“Nameless Saint 2” is depicted with wings.’
Nameless Saint 1
$850
Tinted gesso on paper
(Lennox 400)
18”H x 12”W; 2021

Nameless Saint 2
$850
Tinted gesso on paper
(Lennox 400)
20”H x 16”W; 2021
Left Hand Angel
$1,650
Tinted gesso on paper
(Lennox 400)
18”H x 25”W; 2021

“The Ethiopian magic scrolls are often used to
summon guardian angels to sit on the shoulders
of the ill or disturbed. This one sits on the left
shoulder.”

‘”Madonna With Dog” is another picture that was
influenced by my examination of Ethiopian magic scrolls.
The Madonna’s face is obscured by pattern, with a cryptic
symbol in the middle of her forehead. The dog too, is
more a familiar than a pet. The pattern painting on the
figure and in the background, typical of my work, is part of
my own private ritual of art-making.’

‘The premise of “Madonna With Bird” is similar to
“Madonna with Dog”, also influenced by the patternpainting of Ethiopian magic scrolls, but here the bird is
meant to indicate creative inspiration. I have painted
several versions of this composition over the years, all of
which are meant to ritually summon creativity.’
Madonna With Bird
$1,450
Tinted gesso on paper
(Lennox 400)
46”H x 19.5”W; 2021

Madonna With Dog
$1,450
Tinted gesso on paper
(Lennox 400)
45.5”H x 19.5”W; 2021
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Dark Matter; $2,700
Tinted gesso on paper (Lennox 400)
50”H x 38”W; 2021
“This large piece on paper is loosely—very loosely—
based on the Star of Bethlehem quilt pattern and is the
most abstract of my pieces in this show. It is a
meditation on the reality of the things we can’t see that
nevertheless exist and shape the cosmos. It also
makes use of an unusual (for me) color palette; I’ve
added ultramarine blue as a background color.
Normally I confine myself to the Zorn palette (red oxide,
yellow oxide, black and white) which is also typical of
many ancient painting traditions, as blue pigments were
a rather late addition in art history.”

Particle 1; $275
Tinted gesso on paper (Lennox 400)
7.5”H x 10”W; 2021

Particle 2; $275
Tinted gesso on paper (Lennox 400)
8”H x 10”W; 2021

Particle 5; $275
Tinted gesso on paper (Lennox 400)
8”H x 10.5”W; 2021

Particle 7; $275
Tinted gesso on paper (Lennox 400)
7.5”H x 10.5”W; 2021

‘If “Dark Matter” is a kind of quilt, these small pieces are samplers.’
Particle artworks not shown to scale. Photos by K.A. Letts.
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Tom Marino ◊
Toledo, Ohio

Artist Biography
Tom Marino (Toledo, Ohio) holds a B.S. in Chemistry from Michigan Technological University (Houghton),
where he also pursued graduate work. He is a longtime member and former President of the Toledo
Potters’ Guild, located at the Toledo Botanical Garden (Ohio), as well as an Independent member of Toledo
Federation of Art Societies. Marino has worked in clay for over thirty years, combining his background in
chemistry, personal studies and interest in science and contemporary art to inform his ceramic aesthetic.
Marino’s award-winning work is included in many permanent
museum collections including the Canton Museum of Art
(Ohio), the Crocker Museum of Art (Sacramento, California),
the American Museum of Ceramic Art (AMOCA, Pomona,
California), the Zanesville Museum of Art (Ohio), the Block
Museum (Evanston, Illinois), the Midwest Museum of
American Art (Elkhart, Indiana), as well as the permanent
collection of Ceramics Monthly (Westerville, Ohio). Marino’s
ceramic work has also been accepted into the collection of the
Dalai Lama.
He has exhibited regularly in the Toledo Area Artists Exhibition
at the Toledo Museum of Art (Ohio) and the juried Crosby
Festival of the Arts at Toledo Botanical Garden, in which he
has participated annually since 1980. He exhibits nationally
and internationally in venues such as the Ohio Designer
Photo courtesy of the artist
Craftsmen Best Of at the Ohio Craft Museum (Columbus) and
SOFA Chicago (Illinois). Recently, his work was selected for exhibition in the 47th International Glass
Invitational Award Exhibition at Habatat Galleries (Royal Oak, Michigan) in 2019. In 2016, he enjoyed a
solo exhibition at Zanesville Museum of Art and, in 2017, his work appeared at the 11th International
Ceramics Competition (Mino, Japan), before being shortlisted for a touring exhibition by that museum.
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Artist Statement
Crucible Series
Transformation is the theme of my
ceramics. Concepts about light, space
and time are considered which relate to
their literal and symbolic meanings. The
Crucible Series explores the idea of
transformation, whether personal,
collective or scientific. The bowl-vessel
form creates a place where dynamic
change is fueled by events and
aspirations that require a potent
response when time decrees. The
resulting process can forge a
regeneration that leads to a new
understanding or revelation.

LEFT: Metanoia (detail); 1979; acrylic and ink on board. Photo by Stephen
Johnston. RIGHT: Light and Gravity (Millennium Plate); 1999; ceramic. Photo by
20 North Gallery.
The archival pieces, “Metanoia” and “Light and Gravity”, are pivotal works in the 40-year
evolution of Marino’s Crucible Series (These artworks are for reference and are not
included as part of The Alchemist’s Dream).

The Crucible Series also references the alchemist whose quest was to transmute base lead into noble
silver or gold. That pursuit was also a philosophy and a metaphor for achieving enlightenment, true
knowledge and redemption. The Crucible Series is meant to convey the power, inspiration and alchemy of
light.
The glazes and colors used in the series signify the heat and light that accompany the Crucible process,
often from an uncertain or mysterious beginning, The mirrored surfaces invite the observer to ponder and
possibly participate in their own quest and discovery. Modern science (which has transmuted lead into
gold!) is a new alchemy that aspires to transform our understanding of reality.

Reliquary Series

Philosopher’s Stone symbol
representing the tenets of alchemy

The Reliquary vessels are repositories that enshrine transformational
revelations attained through a life-changing, crucible experience. The
precious metal and colored surfaces reflect the reverence for sacred
knowledge and the transmutation from base to noble ideals. The temple-like
ancient symbols featured express the iconology and principle of “As above,
so below”: the universal correspondence between the macro and micro
worlds. While the Crucible Series is about process and experience, the
Reliquary Series is about attainment and honoring. The Crucible Series and
the Reliquary Series celebrate the alchemy of light.

The artist extends special thanks to Tony Ball, (Owner, Tork Inc.; Columbus, Ohio), for his exceptional skill and artistic guidance in the silvering process.
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Artwork
All work available for purchase unless otherwise indicated. All artwork photography by Stephen Johnston
unless otherwise indicated.

Crucible Series:
Blue Moonlight
$1,900
Ceramic with metallic silver
with tint
4.25"H x 10"W x 10”D; 2019

Above view

Alchemist’s Crucible 2; $1,800
Ceramic with metallic silver with tint
3"H x 6.5"W x 6.5”D; 2020

Crucible Series: Flame; $1,800
Ceramic with metallic silver with tint
3.5"H x 8"W x 8”D; 2020
“Alchemists considered fire the primary element of
transformation and a symbol of spiritual aspiration.”
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Crucible Series: Silver Spill; $1,800
Ceramic with metallic silver
6.5"H x 6"W x 6”D; 2020

Crucible Series: Mystic; $1,800
Ceramic with metallic silver with tint
7"H x 5.25"W x 5.25”D; 2019

Crucible Series: Seer
$1,900
Ceramic with metallic silver
5"H x 7"W x 7”D; 2019
“The mirror invites the viewer to engage in their
own quest and discovery.”
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Crucible Series: Radioactive
$1,800
Ceramic with metallic silver with tint
6"H x 6"W x 6”D; 2021

Crucible Series: Radioactive Spill
$1,600
Ceramic with metallic silver with tint
5"H x 5.5"W x 5.5”D; 2021

Photo by 20 North Gallery.

“The discovery of radioactivity radically changed the
conventional understanding about matter and energy
and concepts regarding the conversion between them:
Einstein’s E=mc²!”

Reliquary Series:
Quantum Ghost
$1,200
Ceramic with
metallic silver
5"H x 4"W x 3.5”D; 2021
Reliquary Series:
As Above, So Below
$1,200
Ceramic with metallic
silver
4.25"H x 3.75"W x
3.25”D; 2021

Reliquary Series:
Eclipse
$1,100
Ceramic with metallic
silver with tint
4.25"H x 4"W x 3.5”D
2021

“At the quantum realm, atoms and particles exist as
phantom probabilities, exhibit wave-particle duality,
discrete energy values and other strange phenomenon.
Otherworldly, indeed!”
Photo by 20 North Gallery.
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Reliquary Series:
Quintessence
$900 Sold
Ceramic with
metallic silver
with tint
4"H x 4.25"W x
4.25”D; 2021
Reliquary Series:
Light and Time
$1,100
Ceramic with metallic
silver with tint
5"H x 4"W x 3.5”D
2021

Reliquary Series: Oro
$900
Ceramic with metallic
silver with tint
4.25"H x 4.5"W x 3.5”D
2021

“Quintessence is the 5th element after Earth, Fire,
Air and Water and represents a sublime substance
that fills the heavens. In Cosmology, Quintessence
is a hypothetical form of dark energy responsible for
the accelerating rate of expansion of the universe.”
Photo by 20 North Gallery.

Reliquary Series:
Philosopher’s Stone
$900 Sold
Ceramic with metallic silver
with tint
4.25"H x 4.25"W x 4.25”D; 2021
“A mythical, alchemical ruby substance, the Philosopher’s Stone was
essential for the transmutation of base metals into gold. Known as the
Elixir of Life, it symbolized rejuvenation, enlightenment and immortality.
Quests to discover the Philosopher’s Stone were known as the
Magnum Opus or Great Work.”
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Reliquary Series:
Alchemist’s Beaker
Contact gallery for availabilty
Ceramic with metallic silver
with tint
4.5"H x 4.25"W x 4.25”D; 2021

Tom Muir ◊
Bowling Green, Ohio

Artist Biography
Tom Muir (Bowling Green, Ohio) received his M.F.A. from Indiana University (Bloomington) and his B.F.A.
from Georgia State University (Atlanta). Muir has lectured and taught in positions at universities across the
United States. Currently, he holds the title of Distinguished Research Professor at Bowling Green State
University (Ohio), where he is head of the Jewelry and Metalsmithing area in the School of Art. In 1995, he
received the Bowling Green State University Olscamp Research Award. He is past-president of the
Michigan Silversmiths Guild and was appointed as a distinguished member of the Society of North
American Goldsmiths. Muir currently serves on the executive committee of the International Jewelry
College Association as the representative of the Americas.

Photo courtesy of the artist

His award-winning work has been published extensively,
with his work being featured as cover image on multiple
editions of Metalsmith Magazine. Muir has shown work in
over 500 national and international exhibitions including the
Beijing International Jewelery Art Biennial (China). Muir’s
collections include the Toledo Museum of Art (Ohio); Art
Institute of Chicago (Illinois); Renwick Gallery of the National
Museum of American Art, Smithsonian Institution and The
White House Collection of American Crafts, National
Museum of American Art, Smithsonian Institution
(Washington, D.C.). The recipient of numerous fellowships
bestowed by Arts Midwest/National Endowment for the Arts,
Michigan Council for the Arts and Ohio Arts Council, in 2009,
he received the Outstanding Achievement Award from the
Ohio Designer Craftsmen for having made a major
contribution to craft in Ohio.
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Artist Statement
Elements within these works represent experiences, landmarks, objects and natural phenomena
metamorphosed and interpreted to parallel subjective reactions to social, psychological, ecological and
technological concerns.
Aesthetic exploration within a variety of formats provides greater depth, perception and comprehension of
forms, feelings and ideas with individual works and components in the works counterplotted against one
another in an exchange which can be realized selectively or in combinations.
My involvement with the vessel format is the most challenging and rewarding in the simultaneous
integration and successful resolution of aesthetic concerns, utility, engineering, technique and history.
The vessel stems from venerable metalsmithing traditions, establishing a link to long traditions of
household use and ornament. The vessel is a metaphor for the body and life; the emphasis of the vessel
is on the interior and speaks of containment, shelter and nourishment. The forms in these works
simultaneously refer to both the man-made world and nature, without literal reference to either one and
alluding to a more organic, symbiotic relationship between nature and technology. The vessel format is
more than just a vehicle of aesthetic exploration. These works address issues and sub-themes of decay,
regeneration, renewal, transformation and growth to a more complex, sophisticated state, analogous to the
eternal natural cycle.

LEFT: Watercourse Teapot by Tom Muir, featured cover image of Metalsmith
Magazine, volume 24, number 3, 2004. RIGHT: Figure Vessel by Tom Muir,
featured on the cover of Metalsmith Magazine, volume 8, number 4, 1988.
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Artwork
All work available for purchase. All artwork photography by Tim Thayer unless otherwise indicated.

Please Do Not Touch the Artwork; $12,000
Honey locust, sycamore, copper, praying mantis egg sac
18"H x 18"W x 36”D 2004
“The vessel generally is a metaphor for the body and life. In this work, an
ironic tension exists between the ordinarily inviting domestic object, the
teapot, and its intimidating thorny structure. Yet insect egg cases are
visible in the structure, reminding us that the thorny honey locust tree
protects birds and insects in its limbs. Thus, we are brought to recognize
that nature is a home for all creatures, and to reflect on the limitations of
the human perspective as well as its special insights.”

Beekeeper’s Neckpiece;
$2,400
Drawn beeswax comb,
live honey bees,
walnut, cord
8.5"H x 10"W x .75”D;
2019

Beekeeper’s Earrings; $2,400
Drawn beeswax comb, live honey bees,
walnut, brass, stainless steel; 8.5"H x 4.5"W
x .75”D; 2019

Photo by Tom Muir.

Not shown to scale. Photo by Tom Muir.
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Framed Photograph of
Beekeeper’s Neckpiece;
$1,200
Digital photograph; 21.25"H x
17.25"W x .75”D framed; 2019
Photo by Tom Muir

Framed Photograph of
Beekeeper’s Earrings; $1,200
Digital photograph
21.25"H x 17.25"W x .75”D
framed; 2019
Photo by Tom Muir.

Alternate view

Watercraft Tea Infuser; 14,000
Sterling silver, ruby, diamond
2.625"H x 1.75"W x 1.625”D; 2001
Fingermark Vessel; $12,000
Copper; 10"H x 4.5"W x
3.25”D; 1997

Not shown to scale.

Alternate views

Watercourse Teapot; 24,000
Copper, brass, aluminum
11"H x 4"W x 5”D; 2003

Figure Vessel; 28,000
Copper, nickel, sterling silver, steel,
stainless steel; 11"H x 4"W x 5”D; 1986

Featured on cover of Summer 2004
edition of “Metalsmith Magazine”.

Featured on cover of Fall 1988 edition
of “Metalsmith Aagazine”.
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Display view

Orchid Vase; $16,000
Sterling silver
11.5"H x 4.75"W x 4.75”D;
1995

Tazza 1; $16,000
Bronze, brass,
sterling silver
12.5"H x 4"W x 4”D
1994

Tazza 2; $16,000
Bronze, brass,
sterling silver,
stainless steel
11.25"H x 4.25"W
x 4.25”D; 1994
Changing Hand
(Tea Infuser); $16,000
18k yellow and white gold
Body of infuser: 2.625"H x
1.75"W x .75”D Additional
element: 1.125"H x .9375"W
x .6255”D; 2001
Not shown to scale.

Alternate view

“Changing Hand articulates a dynamic, nurturing and
transforming relation between nature and the human
activities of craft and technology. Tea-making requires skillful
transformation of nature: tea must be expertly grown, picked,
cured and steeped, to be served in a rite which infuses tea
with cultural significance. The hand can represent the
signature of an artist. Its strategic placement suggests how
the hand, symbolizing art and culture, intervenes in and is
integrated with nature’s cycle of growth and decay.
Gold lends Changing Hand a multi-layered mythic significance. Generally, gold evokes the ancient creed of
alchemy: that man and nature were partners in the pursuit of perfection—symbolized by the transformation of
base metals into gold. This artwork celebrates transformations that blur and change the boundaries between
artistic creativity and Creation.”
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Whisting Swan Teapot Study;
$6,000
Pencil and paper cutout
22.25"H x 30"W sheet size
29.5”H x 34.5”W x 2.5”D framed; 2002
‘Natural history, and birds especially,
are vital to my work. “Whistling Swan
Teapot Study” is the precursor to “Twin
Risers.” This drawing of the teapot,
made beforehand to conceptualize
aspects of it, explores what is to me
the most important thing about metal
vessels: the life of the interior, as a
locus of regeneration and nurture.
The drawing plays with imagery of
dividing cells, the egg-like body of the
swan and the dynamic cycle of nature.
Underlying the evocative similarities
between the teapot and the swan is
the element of water itself. Water
connects the biosphere: to think of
swans and teapots in this context is to
be aware of life’s interconnectedness.’
Back view

Twin Risers; $45,000
Sterling silver
8.5"H x 4"W x 14.25”D; 2007
‘“Twin Risers” integrates opposing forces of the live and the inorganic, of stylized
waterfowl and cityscape, of human torso and industrial tower. The piece embodies a
mutual transformation: the city transformed into the bird that can navigate in water and air,
and/or the bird transformed into the city that navigates through human, narrative time.
The integral hinge underlines the idea of unlike elements coming together harmoniously,
yet with tensions and surprises. My teapots are all fully functional and simultaneously
combine aesthetic concerns, utility, engineering, craft and history.’
Bird Mirror (Spoon); $8,500
Sterling silver
7"H x 1.5"W x 10”D; 1992
Not shown to scale
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